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A middle-aged ecologist battling depression discovers with each compulsive foray a renewed passion for the
beauty of life. As he searches for the ideal place in which to say “Goodbye” he finds, rather, more and more
reason to say “Hello!” Self-eulogies become instead paens to the joy of living. What began as a despairing
plunge from a cliff in Bhutan, a deliberate shipwreck in the South Pacific, to various pursuits across most of
the world, are scientifically and aesthetically dissected as the Author’s odyssey backfires wonderfully into an
exalted epic diary.

With each near destruction, our character resurrects himself in eclectic essays where out of melancholy
emerges addicting queries critical to this and every age; and a morbid obsession with the romance of death is
transformed into a deep commitment on behalf of all those still alive.

Relentless metamorphoses re-envision the central character’s Being – his mission, his tactics, his hopes - as
he becomes mesmerized by, and rallies to convey something of the sheer poetic splendor of the Creation....
Until Tobias' great art-form provides a remarkable Manifesto; potent reasons for carrying on, in spite of the
obvious existential adversities resulting from our own human presence.

Bold and ultimately cathartic, this dazzling roman à clé heralds a psychoanalytic view of the human
condition that brings a terrifying energy to bear on what it might mean to be mortal in the heart of paradise.
Michael Charles Tobias’ 45th book is an unforgettable philosophical and artistic voyage extraordinaire.

With An Introductory Essay by Poet/Translator Dr. Thanasis Maskaleris, and Afterword by Author Michael
Pastore. "BIOTOPIA is much more than a book: it is a treasure trove of intellectual, historical, spiritual,
ecological and humanistic illuminations -- to mine for inspiration and needed environmental action, in spite
of its dark revelations about our planet and ourselves." -- Thanasis Maskaleris, Founding Director, Center for
Modern Greek Studies/Kazantzakis Chair, San Francisco State University Greek poet & translator-- author
of: The Terrestrial Gospel of Nikos Kazantzakis--Will the Humans Be Saviors of the Earth? (ZORBA
PREES)
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From reader reviews:

David Hedges:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a go
walking, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or even read a book entitled Biotopia?
Maybe it is being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can better than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have different
opinion?

Virginia Doak:

Now a day people that Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not need people to be aware of each data they get. How a lot more to be
smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Reading through a book
can help folks out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Biotopia book since this book offers you rich
information and knowledge. Of course the information in this book hundred percent guarantees there is no
doubt in it everbody knows.

Barbara Robbins:

Typically the book Biotopia has a lot details on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of help.
The book was authored by the very famous author. Tom makes some research prior to write this book. This
particular book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after scanning this book.

Helen Butts:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our expertise for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we would like. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This reserve Biotopia was filled regarding science. Spend your free time to add
your knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has different feel when they
reading a new book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can feel enjoy to read a guide. In the
modern era like currently, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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